INTRODUCING

THE NEXT GENERATION IN SPOT CLEANING SYSTEMS

“Without doubt, the best value, high quality, skin friendly, most
flexible and mobile spotting solution on the market for garment
manufactures, retail stores, laundries and dry cleaners.”

THE SAFER AND HEALTHIER SOLUTION
The SOFTspot is THE most effective, safest and flexible stain removal solution in its class.
Uniquely, it doesn’t require compressed air. It delivers a stain busting pulsating mechanical spray action through the “Periscope” onto the stain. Choose from soft solvent, warm
soap or water options and then dry quickly using warmed air through a wide nozzle. This
method is not only much cheaper than using harsh chemicals, but also avoids the typical
health risks for customers receiving clothes containing dangerous chemicals and workers
breathing in toxins.

WARMED AIR DRYING
- NO NEED FOR COMPRESSED AIR

- Dr. Sean Kendrick, CEO of KREA Swiss AG

Instant warm air drying helps speeding up the finishing
process without leaving any water marks. All you need to do
is twist the rear air flow lever to immediately activate the
warm air flow.

SAFETY FIRST

POWERFUL STAIN DISINTEGRATING JETS

Warm Liquid Soap & Water
 •MildNoSolvent,
harsh chemicals needed! Ideal for garments
•

coming into contact with skin.
SOFTsolvent with high 61°C flashpoint- i.e. safe to
transport & store.

HIGHLY EFFECTIVE

The SOFTspot table uses a much safer mechanical action approach instead of the standard chemical cleaning process. The powerful pulsating jets can deliver hot soap, mild
solvent or water, literally pushing the dirt through the fabric into the suction unit. The
power setting, minimal fluid usage, fast drying and spray pattern have been specifically
developed to reduce the time and cost required to remove a wider variety of stains. The
Payback time is incredibly quick- Ask about our ROI calculator.

DOUBLE SUCTION SURFACE

In ONE ”-Stain Removal
 “ALL
• Combines stain busting soft solvent, warm soap and

The unique "Banjo" suction arm can
be rotated to either work on
sleeves or larger surfaces. The
suction is strong enough to hold
the garment in place and pull
through the stain residues into a
separate waste container.

rinse water jets with warm air drying.

“ALL in ONE”-Handle
 •Unique
Spray, rinse and dry in one unit.

SWISS INNOVATION

Wheel It Wherever Needed
 •FlexibleNo need for compressed air and uses a standard

LARGER WORKING SPACE
Although a small footprint, the
SOFTspot is designed so that the
garment can rest on the table whilst
being cleaning, avoiding the typical
scenario of them touching the dirty
ground.
The large containers also reduce
spillage risk and save time compared
to refilling small containers.

power connection.

Suction Working Area
 •Large
Swivels between sleeves / socks to larger materials
like shirts & bridal dresses.

High Quality Swiss Design
 •Robust,
Made in Switzerland with modern, functional and
reliable components.
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